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At Maui Vision Rental, we understand it is more than just a vacation.








It is an experience.




Our goal is to always use the utmost care in finding you the perfect accommodations that provide a Maui vacation experience you’ll never forget.


We have an exceptional variety of properties to choose from that cater to all budgets and tastes.









Real Estate Broker Kathy McCartney and her dedicated team work closely with property owners, Maui agents, and housekeepers to ensure everything runs smoothly during your stay.  Every detail is thought of so you are free to relax and focus on making picture-perfect island memories.

Maui Vision is thankful to the homeowners who place their trust in us to rent their lovely fully furnished condominiums here on Maui.   We extend our warm hospitality and customer service to our visiting guests and Hawaiian homeowners.

When you book through our company, you are reducing our overhead expenses. This allows us to remain competitively priced and we pass along the savings to you, our guest.

There is so much natural beauty and culture to experience on the island of Maui.  Our goal is to always use the utmost care in finding you the perfect accommodations that provide a Maui vacation experience you’ll never forget.  We have an exceptional variety of properties to choose from that cater to all budgets and tastes.

And should you wish to visit the lovely island of Kaui, we manage many beautiful, furnished vacation rentals in various parts of the Garden Isle as well. Please visit Kaui Vision Rentals.

Please contact us today to find the perfect Kauai Vision or Maui Vision furnished condominium vacation rental for you.





MAUI FIRE

Mahalo for all the heartfelt prayers and support from all our ‘ohana near and far.

The devastating fires impacted parts of Maui, causing hardship and disruption for our community. The aloha spirit of our residents, volunteers, and emergency responders will persevere. Our community is resilient.

Despite the challenges, Maui remains a vibrant island to visit. Come experience Maui’s unique culture, natural beauty, clear blue oceans, and soft sand beaches. The businesses rely on tourism and we welcome you back with aloha. The restaurants are open with live music and entertainment and there is much to do and explore while creating special vacation memories. Your visit to our island will help the ongoing recovery and stabilize the economy to keep our ‘ohana employed.

High safety protocols have been expanded and implemented in light of the recent wildfires to protect the well-being of visitors and residents alike.

We extend our deepest gratitude to all the people from around the world who have donated financially to Maui and participated in volunteer work. We are Maui Strong and together, we will rebuild our community better than before.

Kathy McCartney







VACATION RENTALS












Visit our Vacation Rental section to view all properties. We offer studios apartments, one and two bedroom condos, plus longer term rental condos and homes.
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View All Vacation Rentals






Property Management Reviews










I have owned my condo at Kihei Akahi for over 35 years so have had a few experiences with Rental agencies as well as managing my unit on my own previous to signing up with Kathy at Maui Vision. I have complete trust in Kathy and Margy as they have always been fair and transparent in the services they provide both with me and my guests. Any problems that arise in my condo or the complex, they have taken action immediately to rectify the situation and make sure everyone is dealt with fairly and courteously. Bookings have never been better! I would definitely recommend Maui Vision!




Mary Carr, owner at Kihei Akahi Resort


I began renting my auntie’s condo with Maui Vision in mid 2018.  I commend the professionalism, responsiveness, knowledge, thoroughness, work ethic and expertise of Kathy, Margy and Windy. Their outstanding effort, teamwork, attentiveness and communication make the most of the property’s potential as an income generator. I am delighted that I found Maui Vision!




Kate MacDonald, owner at Island Sands Resort


As an owner who has recently signed on with Maui Vision, I cannot begin to express how happy I am to have found them! Kathy and Margy were very quick to respond to my many inquiries, and are extremely professional on all levels. They have exceeded my expectations, and have listed and fully booked our unit in a flash. Highly recommend them!




 Diane S., New Owner at Kihei Kai Nani Resort (Review Feb. 2019)


Maui Vision Rentals has been my rental agency for more than a year now. Kathy McCartney and Linda Compian are a pleasure to work with – and the guests really enjoy working with them also. The exposure they have created for my condo has increased my rental occupancy substantially. I am so happy with the results, and with the service they provide. If you are looking for a reliable, responsive and successful rental agency, I highly recommend Maui Vision Rentals.




Lori, owner at Kanai A Nalu Resort


Since buying our condo in 2019, I have had a difficult time finding a management company on Kauai with my same values and standards. Most seem to be overworked or on Island time. In 2022 I found it in Kauai Vision Rentals. They provide the attention to detail, communication and local knowledge I have been searching for. I have a few other rental properties on the mainland and wish I could find management companies for those as good as Kauai Vision Rentals.




Steve Larson, Owner of Islander On The Beach, unit 153


We hired a property management company because we needed someone to closely oversee our property and guarantee it is well kept by and for tenants. This is what we have found with Maui Vision property Management. They monitor the property closely and are quick to respond to tenants and owners needs. They treat their work as if it were for their own property.




Belinda Strickland, One of the owners of West Maui Trades, Unit D102


My wife Beverly and I have been Kauai visitors since 1990 and we bought our first Islander on the Beach unit in 2010. Having spent many months on Kauai over the years we became aware of the various rental management options available to owners. Bev and I can say without reservation that Kathy McCartney and the team at Kauai Vision are the best of the best. They consistently provide us with high occupancy rates and excellent unit revenue. This is accomplished by superb customer service and attention to all aspects of the vacation visitor experience. To say the least, Bev and I would highly recommend Kathy and her Team to any new condo owner looking for world-class management of their vacation rental condo…..




Bev and Bob MacCallum, Owners of Islander On The Beach units


“I have been working with Maui Vision Rentals for the past couple of years and I am so impressed with Kathy and her team. The communications and professionalism is outstanding. We have had 100% success with renting out our unit and having everything go smoothly. I would highly recommend Maui Vision Rentals.”




Jeanne Oliver, One of the Owners of West Maui Trades - unit D102









OUR BLOG












When it comes to our advice we’re proud to say we’re different. We offer something a little more special.
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There are no rainbows without a little rain.



Gallery 












There are no rainbows without a little rain.
Everyone will see a rainbow in their lifetime, yet rainbows never cease to amaze us with their beauty and symbology of hope.  Have you ever seen a person hastily [...]
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Christmas in Hawai’i



Gallery 












Christmas in Hawai’i
CHRISTMAS IN HAWAI’I – A Hawaiian’s Canadian Wife’s Perspective Most people are familiar with the famous song, Mele Kalikimaka written by Hawai’i composer Robert Alexander Anderson in 1949 and [...]
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Hawaiian Music Spotlight



Gallery 












Hawaiian Music Spotlight
CJ Helekahi singer/musician/recording artist/songwriter is well-known for sharing his love of his multi-generational home of Hāna through his music. Since moving out to Wailuku in 2019, you’ll find him [...]
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